
President's Report:

-B J Hansen-

(Continued on Page 14)

Riverton 
Review

-David Heiszler-

Hello again to the many dedicated 
Letter Carriers reading my 
article. This month I thought I 

would tackle a subject that hits close to 
home, as in my Postal home of Riverton. 
I know it is always easy to find the 
negative, and human nature can make 
throwing verbal rocks an even easier 
way out, but the management antics of 
this company are hard to believe even 
when witnessed firsthand. For example, 
I would love to write a positive piece 
at some point about something my 
manager or upper postal management 
does that has a positive effect on 
customers, employees or just the overall 
office atmosphere. Sadly, I don’t see that 
happening anytime soon. 

We are currently in transition at 
Riverton. My recent manager had been 
with us for about a year and a half. I had 
great hopes when he came on board, 
as he was a new face in Seattle and my 
first few interactions with him where 
positive. When he joined us, he actually 
resolved a couple of long term facility 
problems that his predecessors failed to 
handle. In my book, he had a clean slate 
and nowhere to go but up! 
Unfortunately, I was wrong. He managed 
to move the bar of cooperation that 
was hovering at ground level into the 
basement. I want to preface my critique 
of him by saying he genuinely strikes 
me as a nice enough individual and 
is actually pleasant to interact with, 
but the problem becomes apparent 

The 2019 Stamp Out Hunger 
Food Drive totals for Branch 
79 as reported by Food Lifeline 

are 379,667 pounds of food plus 86 
monetary gifts totaling $3,995.00. NALC 
headquarters will convert the money to 
pounds in their total numbers.

NALC has filed three National level 
grievances. One is regarding USPS’s 
continuing non-compliance with 
the CCA contractual caps in each 
district. Hopefully this leads to many 
more career conversions. Another 
one is on management’s unilateral 
implementation of the Consolidated 
Casing Initiative. The third one is on 
management’s failure to implement 
Arbitrator Goldberg’s August 6, 2018 
Award regarding unilateral changes 
to Exhibit 514.4 of the Employee and 
Labor Relations Manual (ELM) and PS 
Form 3971 (leave slip).

Are you receiving your SPRs in a 
garbage can? If so, please let us know 
what stations are still using the 
“Rubbermaid Slim Jim” trash cans. Let 
your Shop Steward know so they can 
file a grievance for management failing 
to abide by binding Step B decisions. 
These garbage cans are approximately 
three times the size of standard USPS 
Flat Tubs, and are not authorized Mail 
Transport Equipment for carriers (or 
any craft). The use of them violates 
Article 14 safety rules as well as 
numerous Handbook and Manual 
rules. We have several Step B decisions, 

from early March this year forward, 
saying, “The use of Rubbermaid Slim 
Jim containers is to immediately be 
discontinued.” Seattle management 
decided that these Step B decisions 
only applied to the stations where 
they were filed rather than the whole 
installation, and continued using them 
way past March 2019. This led to more 
Step B decisions saying the same thing. 
They should not be in use as carrier 
equipment.

My understanding is that management 
ordered pallets of the trash cans for 
every station, possibly for the entire 
district. They said that they introduced 
the containers to “increase efficiency” 
because they would replace the need 
for multiple standard flat tubs for 
SPRs. In an Article 14 Safety and 
Health Committee meeting, Seattle 
management said they were told using 
the trash cans was a “best practice.” 
Watch out though. They were planning 
to replace the cans with very large 
blue USPS tubs. As these are also not 
authorized Mail Transport Equipment 
for carriers, using something larger 
than the standard equipment we get 
trained on violates the same rules.

I have not heard the name of anyone 
in management who is taking credit 
for the trash can idea. My guess is 
they already received their Lean Six 
whatever color belt for it. Lean Six is 

(Continued on Page 11)

Management's Trashy Idea
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Branch Meeting Summarized Minutes 
June 12th, 2019

-Assistant Secretary-Treasurer Nick Simmons-

President BJ Hansen called the March Branch 
meeting to order at 7:00 PM.

Roll call of officers found all officers present.

Mark Myers informed the membership of 
recent communications.

Assistant Secretary Treasurer Nick Simmons 
read the names of 25 new applications for 
membership, 24 recommended by Pedro 
Mobley and 1 recommended by Buddy 
Mathias. MSC

Secretary Treasurer Mark Myers
-No Unfinished Business.

-No New Business.

-No Officer Recommendations.

Branch 79 Memorial Service: Conducted by 
BJ, Mark, Kevin, and Don.

President BJ Hansen:
-Spoke about food drive totals 
(379,667 lbs and $3,995).

-Spoke about the Postal Pulse Survey 
ending 06/14/2019.

-Spoke about the three National 
Level Grievances filed recently.

-Spoke about recent CCA conversion 
class changes, and thanked those 
have represented the union at CCA 
conversion classes in the past

Vice President Kevin Gottlieb:
-Spoke about recent CCA conversion 
changes, stewards need to make sure 
converted CCAs are getting NALC 
time, the branch can provide trainers 
if needed.

-Suggested anyone who wanted to 
play softball at the branch picnic 
could join a branch 79 softball team, 
for anyone who doesn’t already have 
a team.

-Gave a report of the grievances so 
far this year.

Business from the floor:
-A motion was made to excuse 
Michael C. Keels, due to being away 

on union business. MSC

-Ron Jilk spoke about recent retiree 
Robin Torres having a story about 
his retirement on the news.

-Brian Wiggins recognized recently 
elected State Officers: Jo Ann Pyle, 
Alfredo Dwan, and Tracy Holzwarth. 
BJ also recognized Brian's reelection 
as
WSALC President.

Condolence Committee Ron Jilk:
 -Read the names of those who 
recently departed.

Band Ken Eline:
-Spoke about needing new members 
to join the band.

KCLC/WSLC:
-Mark Myers informed the 
membership of an upcoming Labor 
Forum (06/19/2019).

-Mark Myers reminded the 
membership of the State Labor 
Council Convention (07/25/2019).

Softball Committee Ron Jilk:
 -Spoke about updating the softball 
rules this year.

Legislative:
 -Garrett Scott gave updates on the 
postal resolutions and co-sponsers.

Organizing Committee Scott Anderson: 
-The committee met before the 
branch meeting to discuss a 
membership event, will be presenting 
potential event options to the 
executive board soon.

Director of Retirees/Bylaws Committee John 
Sweeney:

-First reading of proposed bylaw 
change.

Editor Garrett Scott:
 -Deadline next Sunday (06/16/2019).

Director of Insurance Jo Ann Pyle:

(Continued on Page 11)
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Auburn..........................Julie Blackwell
Auburn............................Tommy Grice
Bainbridge Island...............Erika Wales
Ballard..........................Tyson Burchak
Ballard.....................Michelle Holthaus
Ballard...............................Matt Rollins
Bellevue Annex...................Jesse Aujla
Bellevue Annex....................................
Bellevue Crossroads....Chris Bradshaw
Bellevue Crossroads......Kevin Pearson
Bellevue Main.................Cory Carlson
Bellevue Main....................................
Bitterlake........................Ron Grisham
Bitterlake.....................Andrew Manke
Bothell.......................Cementry Martin
Bothell......................Susan Mulholland
Burien................................Tracie Steele
Columbia................Edward Johnson Jr.
Des Moines..........................................
Enumclaw............................................
Georgetown.....................Bruce Dillow
Interbay..............David Kidder-Fincher
Interbay...........................Jose Martinez
Issaquah...............................................
Kirkland.........................Alfredo Dwan
Kirkland.........................Sabrina Miller
Lake City......................Andrew Forray
Mercer Island.............Tracy Holzwarth
Midtown/Seattle.............Pedro Mobley
Mill Creek.....................Brian Wiggins
Mill Creek................Yoshi Nagamatsu
North City.........................Joshua Berg
North City..........................................
Part-Time Regulars.........Kevin Cronin
Redmond.........................Sarah Merkel
Redmond...........................Ken Stevens
Renton/Hlds....Deborah Znak-St.Germain
Renton/Hlds.................Willie Castro Jr.
Renton/Main..........................Ryan Bell
Riverton..........................Dale Martinez
Riverton............................Donna Tapia
Seattle Carrier Annex..Franklyn Anderson
Seattle Carrier Annex....Teresa Danning. 
Seattle Carrier Annex...Enrique Molina
Skyway.................................................
Term Station...................Gerlyn Elaydo
Twin Lakes....................Dan Alexander
Twin Lakes............................Tess Hart
University..........................Will Collins
University.........................Garrett Scott
Wallingford..................Ralph Coolman
Wallingford...................Nick Simmons
Wedgwood........................Susan Steele
West Seattle....................Kim Shasteen
Westwood.....................Scott Anderson
Westwood..........................Brad Larsen

Shop
Stewards

Dates to Remember
Branch Meeting

Swedish Club
1920 Dexter Ave N

July 10th / 7 pm 

Next Month's Meeting
August 14th/ 7 pm 

and at each meeting's conclusion:
Drawing for $50 Gift card

Retired Club
Off for the Summer.

Next meeting in September.

Branch Picnic & Softball 
Tournament  August 18th

Steward Council
Branch 79 Office

210 Queen Anne Ave N 
July 24th / 7 pm

Director of Retirees
John Sweeney
206-283-3079 

Director of Insurance
Jo Ann Pyle

206-914-2253
(NALC Health Benefit Plan / MBA)

Larry Austin
Leonard Berglund
Gene Betz
Billy Bigelow
Robert Bigelow
G.R. Blair
Lawrence J. Branze
Sylvester Bunker
Frank Burdulis
Patrick Butler
Richard Byland
Matthew Cloran
George Condon
Beverly Cook
William Coyner
Larry Davis
Eugene Dell
George Eggler
Ronald Eng
Ronald Engen
Robert Erb
David Erickson
James Farmer, Jr.
Jon Felker
Lorraine Forgie
Willard Fox
Earl Frank, Jr.

William Gallagher
Robert Geiger

Conrad Gettman
June Gravelle

Francis P. Hennessey
Ron Henry

Caesar Hernandez
Danny Hess

Kenneth Hicks
John Hinshaw

Charles H. Houston
Earlie L. Hudson

John Janousek
Ronald Johnson

Kenneth Johnston
Jerry Jonason
Richard Klein

Frank LaRiviere
Ernest Lendy
Donald Lowe
Roy Luquette
Peter Madsen

Michael Mangan
John Martin

Richard McFadden
Robert McBerry

Bruce Miner
Lafayette Moore

Wayne Morgan
Ed Morris Jr.

Dionne Morrison
Kenneth Nelson

Gary Nolta
Mike Offield

John Otis
Charles Owens

Dan Padilla
David Parmelee

David Payne
Robert Peterson
James Robinson

David Rodger
Don Sanders

Donald Shannon
Ronald Sherrard

Wayne Sonnenfeld
Robert Studley
Jimmy Terada

Sylvia Thompson
John C. Webb

Ben Wittick
Donald Wissinger

Patricia Wolph
James Wood

Fred Yamaguchi

Gold Card Members
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Branch 79 Picnic & 
Softball Tournament 

Petrovitsky Park  
16400 SE Petrovitsky Rd. Renton 98058 

Sunday, August 
18th 

Door Prizes!!! 
Baking contest !!!! 
Don't forget a side dish 
to share 
 

Grill opens at 11am 
Face painting 11:30 to 2:30pm 
Letter Carrier Band Music 12 to 1pm 
Games for all ages 1 to 3pm 
Judging starts at 1pm 
 

21st Annual Co-Ed Softball Tournament will start at 9am 

Mail team rosters to by July 22nd  

to Ron Jilk, Softball Chair  

210 Queen Anne Ave N Suit 201 

Seattle, WA 98109 

 
Ron Jilk Softball Chair  

425-244-1113 
ronjilk8585@gmail.com 

Any Questions Call Br. 79 
206-284-3420 
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Have you noticed there seem to be Urgent Care facilities on almost every street corner? Almost as many 
as marijuana shops. I haven’t actually been to an Urgent Care facility myself, but the NALC Health 
Benefit Plan recommends that we consider using one rather than going to a hospital emergency room 

(ER).

Not only may this save money, but perhaps hours in a waiting room. I did find my way to an ER twice in the 
past year and the wait each time was very long. Obviously, if your issue is life threatening, head to the ER. 
But an Urgent Care might be a good option for things such as minor cuts, burns and sprains, fever and flu 
symptoms, joint or low back pain or urinary tract infections.

If you go to an “in network” Urgent Care office, you just pay your $20 co pay. You can find preferred providers 
on the health plan website or by calling CareAllies at 877-220-6252. It might be good to find a preferred 
provider before an emergency occurs.

I will try an Urgent Care the next time I need medical treatment after hours if I don’t think I need an actual ER. 
Hope I don’t need, either!

Urgent Care vs. Emergency Room 

-Director of Insurance Jo Ann Pyle-

Greetings from your softball chair.

This year the softball tournament will once again be at Petrovisky Park in Renton. The date will be August 18th, which is on 
a Sunday. I will let the coaches know the time for the games to begin prior to the tournament. The deadline for team entries this year 
will be July 22nd. New this year will be a Branch 79 team that is composed of players that maybe could not fill a team. Some rule 
changes this year: home team will have last up and courtesy runner will be last man or woman out.

Coaches feel free to call me at 425-244-1113. So get your teams ready come on out and have fun playing softball. Remember the 
tournament is open to all Postal Craft Union Members with a minimum of 5 per team and we welcome non-postal family members 
and friends. Also teams must have three women on the field. Coaches please send your rosters to:

Branch 79 Ron Jilk Softball Chair 
210 Queen Ave N Suite 201 
Seattle Wa 98109

One last reminder all players must sign the Affirmation and Release form.

See you all soon.

Are you ready for some Softball?
-Softball Chair Ron Jilk-
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Comic Courtesy Nick Simmons

Brookfield 
Uniforms

Designers and Producers
of Highest Quality 

Union Made Uniforms

Seattle Odd Zips
Ken Eline
Retired Br. 79

1526 NE 165th St
Shoreline WA 98155

206-365-2659    Cell: 206-271-3053

Seattle Even Zips
Larry Anderson

Retired Br. 79
P.O. Box 69444

Seattle WA 98168
206-465-6111

Membership Report
  

As Reported at the June 2019 Branch Meeting

Financial-Secretary Edward Johnson

           
New Members   25
Left Service              29
Transfer Out     0
Cancelled      3
Retired      6
Deaths      1
Active           1796
Associate    35
Total Retired          537*
   *Includes Gold Card Members 83

Total Membership                2368
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Here To Help You
-Sgt.-at-Arms Scott Anderson-

I am a shop steward. As a shop 
steward, there are many roles and 
responsibilities I encounter and am 

challenged with. I love what I do. I know 
that at the end of the day, what I do 
makes a difference. 

I am here to listen. My co-workers can 
come to me with any issue and I will do 
my best to listen calmly and patiently, 
seek to understand the issue at hand, 
and provide the best result I can. 

I am here to help you, and so is your 
steward. Our main job is contract 
enforcement (filing grievances), only 
because management has zero regard 
for the National Agreement that USPS 
has with the NALC. Our contract expires 
September 20, 2019, in about three 
months. 

Our union is engaged in negotiations at 
the national level for all of us to get the 
best outcome possible, and is prepared 
to go to arbitration, if necessary. Now 
is the best time to relay feeback to your 
shop steward about concerns, issues, 
recommendations, hopes, and wishes 
for the next contract. 

We cannot attempt to bargain and 
negotiate regarding issues in our 
workplace, if we as the representatives 
do not know about the concerns of 
co-workers. Please, ask for time with 
your steward, or talk to them at break 
or lunch, or while you’re waiting at 
the time clock, or on the phone, or via 
email. 

As a steward, I try to always be 
accessible. If for some reason I cannot 
answer the phone, I will follow up with 
my co-workers. Your steward has many 
responsibilities, not the least of which is 
interacting with management. We have 
legal responsibilities set forth by the 
National Labor Relations Act. I take my 
“job” as shop steward very seriously. I 
am here to help, but cannot help to the 
fullest extent if I am ill-informed. Please, 
talk to your shop steward. Hopefully, 
some of you will seek out your shop 
steward and have a conversation about 
any issues or concerns you are having. 
As always, I (and my fellow stewards) 
are here to help!

In Solidarity - Scott 

Where is a carrier to go 
for news about working people?

Every Day the Stand is delivering AWARD WINNING news.
Every Day the Stand is updated about working people's issues.

Forget MSNBC, FOXnews, CNN and the rest.
Take a STAND for the news that is for us by us, 

every day!

www.thestand.org
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-Don Nokes-

Lie, Cheat, Steal: it’s management’s 
version of Eat, Pray, Love – or more 
probably said: “We love to eat our 

prey,” and that’s you. People, mostly 
workers, keep tabs on their hours, most 
especially their overtime and V-time 
hours, and why? Is it they just don’t 
trust management – could be? Maybe 
they know something that you don’t. 
And that something is that management 
has the authority to log-on to your 
work hours and make “amendments” 
where they feel it is apropos. Apropos of 
nothing? Apropos of the fact they don’t 
want your overtime or V-time hours 
besmirching their clock rings – maybe? 
Is management making themselves look 
good on paper at your expense?

Here’s what’s going down. This is 
nothing to boo-hoo about, but you 
do need to keep track of your hours. 
And when you see that management’s 
putting the squeeze on you – packing 
your size 16 overtime hours into a size 
3 onesie, you need to scream about it. 
By that I mean – take it to your Steward. 
He can access your work hour records. 
He can find an explanation for how 
you got short changed. You may have 
gotten gypped. Yes, most likely you 
have been had. Don’t feel sad, you’re 
not alone. This has been happening 
and continues to happen all across the 
country. Management can go into the 
Time and Attendance Collection System 
(TACS) reports and change the clock 
rings. They have this authority: “By the 
authority given to me - by me - I hereby 
declare it right and proper for me to 
go into these work hour records and 
jerry-rig the numbers to the detriment 
of the workers involved and for the 
betterment of me.” It’s kind of like 
Gerrymandering, but this time they’re 
not rigging the votes – they’re picking 
your pocket – make them stop it!

If you’re not watching your hours, 
then you’re letting management watch 
your wallet. Don’t! Get a calendar, take 
a pen, mark every day what you’ve 
worked, and then watch your pay. Most 
definitely, the CCAs should be tracking 
this stuff, as they’ve received the Lion’s 
Share of stiffing when it comes to not 

Lie, Cheat, Steal

getting their due. It’s difficult for the 
New Guys to want to rock the boat, to 
get on the bad side of these managers 
and supervisors who are stealing 
their wages, but they can benefit from 
the rank and file rising up en masse. 
So, do your part and log your hours, 
follow up on grievances, and get their 
mitts off your money. The clock rings 
don’t lie, but sad to say, managers and 
supervisors do and are.

Like management’s mantra of every 
route being an eight-hour assignment, 
they also attempt to fit your work hours 
into a one-size-fits-all time frame by 
short changing you on minutes and 
hours. They’re doing it all across the 
country. They’re pilfering your pay. 
Should you be mad? Hell, yes! You 
should be: “I’m as mad as hell and I’m 
not gonna to take this anymore.” – mad! 
Would you be mad if someone was 
walking you around the workroom floor 
with their hand in your pants? Well, 
that’s what these cutpurses are doing. 
They’re lifting your wallet. I’m betting 
there’s more than a few of you who 
are just nerdy enough to where you’d 
get off on figuring this whole scam out. 
Why not? Rather than getting picked 
on, bullied about, and hollered at, do 
some picking of your own. Take these 
guys to task. It’s your wages. It’s your 
time. This is right in your wheelhouse. 
It’s numbers and digits and widgets and 
it’s also whack-a-mole crazy. They’re 
rippin’ you off, man. Go on a fact-finding 
mission and root this thing out like a 
truffle hunting schnauzer. Most of us 
don’t like to be around people who 
lie, cheat and steal, but in this case it’s 
unavoidable. The fox is guarding the 
hen house, and it’s everyone’s duty to 
catch these egg-suckers in the act – and 
act!

Now there are some legitimate reasons 
for management to be rummaging 
around in your clock-rings. As when 
employees forget to: clock in or out, or 
move to the street, or move to another 
route, etc., etc., etc. then management 
is required to fix these errors in the 
TACS. But those are exceptions to the 
norm of what’s been happening. In case 

you don’t know, TACS is a computer 
program the USPS uses to track the 
hours worked by its employees. The 
report you want is the TACS (EER) 
Employee Everything Report. It details 
every clock ring, every badge swipe, 
every time-input, and any change to 
those inputs, for every Letter Carrier 
who swipes a badge to record their 
time. This is the report you need 
to catch these crooks swiping time 
from us workers. TACS may look like 
hieroglyphics at first glance; that’s why 
you need the NALC Guide to Identifying 
Intentional False Editing of Clock Rings. 
The guide is a Rosetta Stone for figuring 
out what the number fudgers are up to, 
and what sort of hijinks they’ve been 
pulling. What was found, across the 
country, is that there were incidents 
of intentional false editing of Letter 
Carrier clock rings, in most instances, 
where managers were deliberately 
changing the end-of-tour clock rings 
to reflect an earlier time – when the 
carriers were actually still working. 
Ack!! That’s a TACS attack. You’re out 
in the field climbing stairs and pushing 
packages, dodging dogs and being 
accosted by irate supervisors and the 
number nigglers are back at the plant 
sticking Voodoo pins in your paycheck. 
Ouch! These “edits” ranged from just 
a few minutes to several hours, and 
resulted in Letter Carriers not being 
paid for time they actually worked. As 
whole carriers were shorted hundreds 
of thousands of dollars in pay. If you 
don’t track your hours you could be 
working for free. Free is slave wages. 
Make sure you’re being paid for the 
hours you work. They have a right to get 
into your clock rings, but what they’re 
doing is just plain wrong!! This has got 
to stop. But, like any thief, you have to 
catch them in the act first, and penalize 
them second before they’ll rectify their 
behavior. And like habitual criminals 
with some of these managers, there’s a 
high rate of recidivism, that is, once they 
get a taste for cooking the books, they 
keep going back to the vat for more. 
Once you find their hand in the cookie 
jar, you better slam that lid down good, 
and then keep an eye on it. It won’t be 
long before, “They’re Back!”
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Shared Services
(National Human Resources)

1-877-477-3273 
http://liteblue.usps.gov

You’ll need your Employee ID# 
and your USPS PIN.

MEMORIAL
Brother Junji Ono, 

Gold Card

Tina Fontanilla
Spouse of Brother Erwin Fontanilla

Myles Jones
Father of Brother Coby Jones

Congratulations 
Recent Retirees

Welcome New Members
Jin Hong Park
Brooks Magnuson
Palacios 
Fernandez 
Isaiah Brooks
Yuanhui Zhu
Brandon Jimenez
Steven Kulseth
Aimee Soucy

Coletha Albert
David Martynenko

Mark Bent
Pisith Kho

Tracy Evans
Peter Nichol

Achenafee Tessema
Chumvannarith Yath

Cheryl Dean
Stephen Klaniecki

Rex Lakey
Nicholas Dimick

Aimee Hesketh
Sebastien Paquiet

Robert Dorgan
Mike Nguyen

Christina Russell

Larry Coggins
Duane Flowers
Rock Barnes
Julia Benson

Eddie Thompson
Sandy Lim
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TELL US HOW WE’RE DOING!

Help your favorite team member win a trip!
Stop by a branch or email you comment to marketing@myc1cu.com and let us know 

how we’re doing. Submit your comment by August 15th!
*Federally insured by NCUA

Discussion and possible action at July meeting. Article 18 currently reads:

Proposed By-Laws Change

Article 18
Political Endorsements

Section 1. No motion on any political endorsement by Branch 79 shall be acted upon by the Branch until the Legislative Committee 
researches all candidates for the subject position, or all sides of the subject initiative, referendum, or pending legislation. Any debate 
or action on a proposed endorsement shall be taken after the committee presents it’s findings at the next regular branch meeting 
following a properly made and seconded motion for endorsement.

Notice of an endorsement vote shall be printed in the Seventy-Niner with a disclaimer that no endorsement is binding on any member.

Section 2. Invitations to political speakers may only be made with the majority approval of the Executive Council, which shall be 
responsible for invitation of representatives of opposing positions or candidates.

The chair may equitably limit the time of any invited political speakers.

Proposed Change: 

Eliminate Section 2 and its text. Eliminate Section 1 and its text, and replace it with the following: Branch 79 shall make no political 
endorsements of any candidate, initiative, referendum, or pending legislation except those implicit through the endorsement of the 
National Association of Letter Carriers at the national level.

Article 18 would then read:

Article 18
Political Endorsements

Branch 79 shall make no political endorsements of any candidate, initiative, referendum, or pending legislation except those implicit 
through the endorsement of the National Association of Letter Carriers at the national level.
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-No report.

Trustees’ Report:
-Chriss Daniels reported the trustees 
met on 06/05/2019 and found the 
books to be in good order. MSC

 
-The membership was informed of 

the donations approved by the officers.

Secretary Treasurer Mark Myers:
-Reported on branch finances, there 
was a brief discussion about the 
checking account balance. MSC

Financial Secretary Edward Johnson:
 -Membership report was given.

Good of the Association and Improvement of 
the Service:

-The membership was asked to 
take the flowers from the memorial 
service.

BJ spoke about the Gold Card Luncheon.

BJ gave upcoming dates to remember.

MDA Door Prize: Mary Bartley

Door Prize: Tess Hart

(Summarized Minutes from Page 2)

the unilateral management 
program they spend untold 
amounts of money on, leave 
the unions out, and come 
up with stupendous ideas to 
bulldoze forward. Meanwhile, 
if you have any idea about what 
management can do with all the 
surplus cans, submit it to the 
Idea Program and maybe they’ll 
use it.

Management is not allowed 
to use carriers in any Lean 
Six projects without consent 
from the Branch President. If 
they ask you to participate, 
please let me know to prevent 
any attempts to bypass this 
requirement.

(Trashy Idea from Front)

accessible our national officers are.) My 
question was about getting rid of the 
Windfall Elimination Provision and the 
Gov’t Pension Offset. Although they are 
working on these at National, I’m not 
getting my hopes up that they will be 
gone before I qualify for Social Security.  

Often at our State convention there 
are classes that are of interest to 
retirees. This year they were more 
geared to shop stewards. This gave 
me  the chance to spend some time 
with the State Auxiliary, which holds 
it convention concurrently with the 
WSALC. I was on the audit committee, 
which audits the books of the State 
Auxiliary. It was very educational. As 
the Seattle Auxiliary 99 Treasurer, it’s 
always good to see how things should 
be done! The State Auxiliary is such a 
dynamic organization. In addition to 
their business meeting, they run the 
silent auction which raises fund for the 
Letter Carrier Band and MDA, as well 
as the Auxiliary. They always have a fun 
activity, which this year was decorating 
Terra Cotta planters. Some of them 
were then donated to the silent auction.

I had the privilege of being on our 
Branch’s steering committee. We 
interviewed the candidates for the 
various offices and reported back to 
our delegate meeting. I love this job. 
I get to meet people from all over the 
state, some of whom will be leaders in 
the following years. It’s a real treat to 
see the enthusiasm, energy and ideas 
that our future officers have.  I also was 
able to be on the election committee for 
the State election.  Again, this is a job I 
really enjoy and having been on the Br 
79 election committee for a decade, I 
was able to bring some different ideas 
to the State committee which made the 
process more efficient.  Since I am no 
longer a shop steward, I would like to 
thank Br 79 president BJ Hansen and 
State president Brian Wiggins for giving 
me these opportunities to give back 
to my fellow letter carriers. Finally, I 
would like to congratulate all of our Br 
79 members who were elected to State 
offices: Brian Wiggins, State President; 
Jo Ann Pyle, Director of Retirees; 
Alfredo Dwan, Executive Board member 
and Tracy Holzwarth, who already 
does such a fabulous job on our Br 
79 website. She’s now the Director of 
Media. What wonderful people we have 
representing and working for us!

(Retirementland from Back)

Do You Play A Musical Instrument?

The Letter Carrier Band is looking for more members.

If you play an intrument and would like to get some 
performances in, both at our monthly membership meetings
and at other events in and around the area, please contact: 

Ken Eline - 206-365-2659
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Congratulations to Recent Branch 79 Retirees!
Photos Courtesy of Kevin Gottlieb and B J Hansen

Robin Torres - Bitterlake

Tom Thom - Redmond Steve Larson - Midtown

Walter Green - Interbay

Nep Padilla - West Seattle
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Gold Card Luncheon, June 2nd, 2019
Photos Courtesy B J Hansen and Jack Hayes
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when you realize his complete lack 
of leadership ability coupled with his 
almost nonexistent work ethic. Maybe, 
with training and mentoring, he could 
be a great manager at some point, but 
unfortunately in this company, the 
training is laughable and it’s the blind 
leading the blind when it comes to 
mentoring. This resulted in the failed 
experiment of the past year plus.

Something that I found hysterically 
hypocritical was that upper 
management would rip him up one side 
and down the other because apparently 
my station had too many unexcused 
absences amongst the Carriers. 
Ironically, it didn’t seem to faze them 
that my manager was putting in the 
least amount of hours of any employee 
in the office. He was kind of like Elvis 
in a way: “He has left the building!” Not 
many days would you find him on site 
by the noon hour. In fact many days it 
was see you later, bye, when the last 
commitment was given. I’m aware that 
there are meetings to attend and other 
tasks he was responsible for, but no 
way, no how did he approach a 40-hour 
workweek.  I don’t really care what he 
does or doesn’t do, but I did sympathize 
with our customers when they wanted 
to speak to the manager and they just 
missed him by several hours!

Another frustration we had with 
this individual was his complete 
ease of cooking the books, changing 
the numbers, erasing the facts and 
massaging the data. Call it what you 
want, but it’s fraudulent no matter 
how you slice it. At the National 
level, management talks tough about 
“integrity and responsibility” when 
it comes to accurate reporting of 
information. In the real world it is 
a wink and a nod, no falsification is 
too much. We haven’t had any safety 
standups in recent memory, yet when 
our station’s safety tool kit was viewed, 
we were in complete compliance. If you 
look at our station numbers concerning 
carriers’ times, we had lots of carriers 
on a variety of functions. Everything 
from meeting time, union time, training 
time, window time, collection time and 
more. The problem is that the majority 

of those carriers are unaware they 
were on these functions, as they were 
just casing their mail. It’s almost like 
someone in management was running 
a Three Card Monty game and no one 
could figure out which card is the ace. 
When it came to express mail and 
parcels, management had two options, 
one, have a Carrier deliver the item in 
question and pay them for the time it 
took or two, simply scan the item as 
“attempted,” “no access” or “arrived at 
unit late” in order to make the numbers 
look better and save some budget time 
to boot. You decide which way my team 
went. It’s a tough sell trying to explain 
to our customers why their item didn’t 
get delivered when expected, when it 
simply was sitting at the post office 
the entire day. I was recently told that 
Riverton was one of a very few stations 
nationwide that showed an increase in 
mail volume over the same period last 
year. I can’t fathom how that could have 
happened…..

It will be interesting to see how our 
new manager will do. She is someone 
I have worked with in the past and 
I’m optimistic she will be successful. 
I give her high marks for honesty, 
integrity and a great sense of humor. 
Unfortunately, those are qualities 
that can be the kiss of death in this 
organization.  Another tactic that grew 
old fast with our outgoing manager 
was his standard response to any issue 
brought to his attention. He almost 
without fail would say, “I didn’t know 
anything about it, let me check into it 
and I will get back to you.” The problem 
occurred when you quickly realized 
he would never get back to you but 
simply ignored the problem. I assumed 
this habit was reserved only for us as 
employees, but recently a customer at 
our station received this same reply to 
an issue he had. This customer was so 
dissatisfied with his interaction with my 
manager that he took it upon himself to 
draft a letter in which he calls out the 
lack of leadership and fearfulness of my 
manager. He then distributed this letter 
to his fellow patrons and neighbors, 
urging them to call our national number 
and complain about my manager by 
name.  

Not to pile on this guy too hard, but 

it does beg the question of who put 
him in this position, who left him in 
this position and who is ultimately 
responsible for this debacle? I do 
believe there is more than enough 
blame to go around from the Area 
Manager who hand picked him to the 
Postmaster who signed off on it. Again, 
where is the oversight for these folks…
apparently it is nonexistent.  I don’t 
necessarily place all the blame at the 
feet of my outgoing boss. After all, it was 
not his fault that he accepted the job 
that was offered. I feel the majority of 
the blame lies with those who put him 
into the position he accepted very little 
support. After all, if I applied for a pilot 
position with an airline, who would be 
to blame if they hired me and put me 
in the cockpit with absolutely no flying 
experience at all? 

I think it is time for a radical change of 
action for this company to survive. First, 
I would propose we raise the salary for 
postal managers. Second, we reduce 
the number of management positions 
to offset this extra cost. Third, and most 
important, we stop filling management 
positions from the ranks of craft 
employees who can’t or don’t want to 
work. Fourth, we hire the vast majority 
of managers from outside the company 
as many private companies do. This 
would allow the post office to have 
professional managers and supervisors 
with actual education credentials and 
real work place experience.  Do you 
really think there are any Fortune 
500 companies that operate with a 
management staff that is put into place 
simply because they have a relative 
already in the company or because they 
are too lazy to do the job that they were 
hired for?   

On a different subject but one that is 
directly connected to the overall poor 
leadership of this company is our sad 
retention rate of our new employees. 
It should come as no surprise that we 
struggle to attract or retain an adequate 
number of employees. Recently, we 
had one of our newest CCAs quit just 
a few weeks into the job. It was sad to 
see this young man come back off the 
street and inform my supervisor that 

(Continued on Page 15)

(Riverton Review from Front)
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OWCP Help is Here
If you have a work-related illness or injury and are 

having trouble navigating the confusing OWCP system, or your 
claim is being denied, please come get assistance from trained 

OWCP experts at the Branch 79 office. 
Look in the Seventy-Niner for 

announcements of future help sessions.

Branch 79 offfice - 210 Queen Anne Ave N, Seattle 98109
Wednesday, August 7th from 5:30 pm - 8:30 pm

Next Session:

he was planning on quitting and the 
only response from the supervisor was 
“o.k., you’ll need to fill out this letter 
of resignation.” No effort to find out 
what was going on with this individual 
or if there was anything as a company 
that could be done to encourage him to 
reconsider. The message this supervisor 
sends is “next.” I hazard to guess 
that going forward we will become a 
transient work force, as few will be 
willing to accept the low pay, poor 
working conditions and demoralizing 
treatment. 

Currently at Riverton, it has been 
chaotic to say the least. We have had the 
local police and the postal inspectors 
respond multiple times. Each time it 
was for situations that should have 
been handled in house successfully by 
a trained management team. Naturally, 
my station manager was nowhere to be 
found when any of these issues were 
occurring. 

I hope you readers don’t get the wrong 
idea about working at Riverton. It is 
actually a very entertaining station to 
work at. This past year we Carriers have 
undertaken many fun and entertaining 
activities to pass the time. One such 

endeavor was playing “Where’s Waldo?” 
with our manager. It’s similar to the 
kid’s book of the same name, but some 
days he was much harder to find. After 
all the bets were placed as to where 
he might be, we usually had someone 
check the parking lot to see if his car 
was on site. Another game we have 
invented is to guess how long it will 
take to get something taken care of 
or actually fixed at our station. For 
example, recently we discovered a 
broken down couch that had been 
dumped in our customer parking lot 
right in front of our building. Now any 
other business would have immediately 
had this item removed, as it gives a very 
negative image to their business. Of 
course the Post Office is not any other 
business. We had guesses ranging from 
one day to never. Personally, I picked 
21 days. Sad to say, I did not win. It was 
loaded into the back of our custodian’s 
postal pickup truck on day 10 and 
where it went from there is anyone’s 
guess. Another fun guessing game we 
are currently undertaking involves 
an employee sent home on paid 
administrative leave over a situation 
that should have been handled quickly 
and simply by our manager when it 
occurred. Again, he was nowhere to be 

found, which resulted in this employee 
being at home on paid administrative 
leave for four plus weeks (and 
counting). I again selected 21 days, but 
my answer came up short. I believe by 
the end of summer I will be bound to 
get one right! You know the old saying, 
“practice, practice, practice.” ! I always 
say that working at Riverton is cheaper 
than going to Vegas and unlike Vegas, 
this show never stops!

In closing, I do wish our new manager 
well, but I realize she will have a full 
plate upon starting. She has a very 
inexperienced supervisory team 
that has been left drifting with no 
oversight for the past year. I suspect 
she will find her biggest hurdles won’t 
be with the carriers, but rather with 
the management side of the fence. At 
some point before I retire, I would 
love to work at a well-run operation 
for a motivating management team. 
Attention Seattle management, time is 
running out.

In solidarity,

Dave

(Riverton Review from Page 14)
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Play Ball
-Vice President Kevin Gottlieb-

Recently I was appointed by 
President BJ Hansen to be the 
only committee member of the 

softball committee. The committee chair 
is Branch Trustee Ron Jilk of Bitterlake. 
For as long as I can recall, Ron has been 
running the softball committee for the 
Branch 79 Softball Tournament that 
occurs during the picnic.  Ron does a 
great job and it’s an honor to be apart of 
his committee.

I had this idea last year and after a 
possibly one minute discussion with 

Ron, a few weeks ago, he loved the idea. 
Every year offices start calling Ron to 
let him know their office will be fielding 
a team at the tournament.  Teams from 
offices in the branch call; sometimes we 
get a team from Lynnwood or Tacoma 
or both.  But what about those offices 
where we have softball players but not 
enough softball players to form a team? 
We have a solution for you.

This year we are putting together a 
Branch 79 At Large Team.  We would 
like to field a team for those offices that 

do not have enough players to form a 
team but individuals that want to play 
softball.  I would like to field a team 
of 15, according to the rules of the 
tournament; we need both men and 
women. So far, I have a male and female 
on the team.

You must be available on August 18, 
2019, which is the date of the picnic.  
The tournament starts in the morning 
and continues all day. Of course, 
because it’s during the Branch 79 
picnic, there will be food and drinks.  

If this is of interest to you, call me at the 
branch office to sign up.  The number is 
(206) 284-3420.

Retirementland Dispatch
-Mary Bartley-

Greetings once again from 
Retirement Land--a continuously 
wonderful place to be. First, I 

would like to thank you all for sending 
me as a delegate to the Washington 
State Convention in Yakima. It was 
an interesting weekend filled with 
camaraderie, solidarity, learning, 
socializing and just plain fun. I had 
never spent any time in Yakima but 
friends here told me that there is a place 
there that makes asparagus tamales (!). 
So, of course, the first thing I did after 
checking in was to seek out our local 
hosts and inquire about the tamales. 
As letter carriers are very familiar 

with their towns, it didn’t take long 
to find out the name and location of 
said tamale makers. It turned out that 
this little tienda (actually, now in two 
locations), Los Hernandez Tamales, 
is famous throughout the country. I 
couldn’t get there until lunch break 
on Saturday but it was well worth the 
trip. Local, fresh asparagus in corn 
masa with a bit of melted cheese inside. 
Fabuloso!!

But back on topic, the WSALC 
convention. It is always a highlight for 
me to hear the speech from the national 
officer. This year we heard from Dan 

Toth, the Director of Retired Members.  
He shared news from National 
headquarters including legislative 
news, organizing, political action and 
our Letter Carrier Political Fund. One 
of the more important subjects he hit 
on was our TSP. As I have said before, 
contribute as much as you can while 
you’re working to take advantage of 
the Postal Service matching funds. 
Once retired, beware of predators. 
There are many money managers out 
there who would love to make some 
money off of your hard earned savings. 
It would be very difficult for any of 
these private sector plans to beat the 
very low administrative costs that we 
get with the TSP. I was able to talk to 
Dan after the Auxiliary lunch on Friday. 
(I am continually impressed by how 


